
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Even the best hacker’s use tools, and the reason is very simple. Tools provide various 

advantages which allow a hacker to perform multiple tasks with just a couple of 

commands. Here we have listed down the best Windows 10 Hacking tools which are 

completely free. 

NMAP 

Nmap is a very strong port scanner which holds a lot of functions. Nmap is included in a 

lot of toolkits and hackers and cyber security professionals use the tool to get a better 

insight in targeted environments. The Nmap hacking tool can be used to footprint entire 

environments. 

https://youtu.be/935g6vWcLfU 

Wireshark 

PCAP, Sniffing and more. Wireshark is a powerful GUI sniffer and network analyzer. This 

tool allows each hacker and cyber security professional to gain insight on what exactly is 

going on in the network. Hackers can use this tool to extract passwords from broken or 

unsecure communication protocols. 

Security professionals and network engineers use the Wireshark tool to perform network 

troubleshooting. It is a very useful tool and I strongly urge you to download the tool and 

play with it if this tool is completely new to you. 

https://youtu.be/r0l_54thSYU 

Cain and Abel 

The two brothers have a long history in computer hacking, but that does not mean that 

they are outdated. The Cain and Abel tool is still very useful as it is still being used as a 

multipurpose windows only hacking tool. This tool can be used to perform man in the 

middle attacks (MITM), capture network data, passwords and user names. 

Security professionals use this tool to audit broken Windows environments. 

https://youtu.be/7TFn6mNk1h8 
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Metasploit 

Hacking, exploits, vulnerabilities – these are the keywords for Metasploit. Metasploit is a 

massive database / framework which is used by hackers and security professionals to 

attack or audit environments. 

Metasploit holds thousands of exploit, payload and scanners which can be used to hack 

computers, web servers and other digital environments. Metasploit contains various 

backdoors which can be inserted at targeted environments. These backdoors will grant 

the security professional or hacker access to the infected device. 

https://youtu.be/j-r5uFmuioA 

Aircrack-NG 

WPA and WEP are protocols which are used by WIFI accesspoints, but these protocols are 

vulnerable and can be exploited. The Aircrack-ng is used by security professionals and 

hackers to audit or hack wifi passwords. Aircrack-NG uses dictionary or brute force attacks. 

This tool does run under Windows 10, but you can better use it via an Linux environment. 

https://youtu.be/ngxzSlsP1JU 

Nessus 

This tool is identified as a automatic vulnerability scanner. Nessus holds thousands of 

codes which search for weak and exploitable environments. The tool is really a plug-and-

play tool as it only needs an IP to start an audit. Security professionals use this tool to 

audit environments and hackers use this tool to identify weak environments so they can 

exploit it. 

Nessus runs on Windows 10 but you can also install it on Linux. 

https://youtu.be/r_pDVhNoYr0 

THC Hydra 

The THC Hydra tool is a famous one. THC Hydra can be installed on Windows 

environments, but it works the best on a Linux environment. THC Hydra is used by hackers 
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to perform fast password cracking attacks. The tool can communicate with various 

protocols like ftp, http, smtp, pop3 and so on. 

THC Hydra uses dictionary lists, and if you do not have a collection already, then I strongly 

urge you to take a look at this page which holds hundreds of password recovery password 

lists. 

https://youtu.be/vHO4XT2NVnA 

Netcat 

This great TCP/IP protocol tool is used by hackers and security professionals to read and 

write data across networks. This Windows 10 hacking tool is extremely versatile and it can 

be used to setup / operate backdoors. 

https://youtu.be/ZnG8T6ftBJ4 

Putty 

Well, this is not a hacking tool. Sorry for that. Putty is one great client which can 

communicate over various protocols. You can use it to communicate over SSH or TELNET. 

This tool is used by security professionals and hackers to bypass security solutions and to 

access remote computers and devices. 

https://youtu.be/zlv9dI-9g1U 

Havij 

The Havij tool is an very strong SQL injection tool. This tool is used by hackers and security 

professionals to audit or hack broken and vulnerable SQL environments. The Havij tool 

holds an massive database of SQL commands which can be used on unsecure SQL 

environments. 

https://youtu.be/6LL4UTb7s1Y 
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